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With inspiration and some images from the lecture of Prof. Dr. Laura Leal-Taixé:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrMspzKcOAM
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Two types of tracking discussed today

Visual-object tracking - briefly

Multi-object tracking - major part of the lecture
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Visual-object tracking (single-object tracking)

Given a video, find out which parts of the image depict the same object in different 

frames

To give you an idea: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqMgsiU9B5E

It can be applied in surveillance (tracking the target of interest), observation 

applications (e.g. animals) and so on
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Correlation tracker

Implemented in dlib library: http://dlib.net/

Easy to install and run

Previous video - that was the correlation tracker!

Curious? Try it yourself:

http://dlib.net/correlation_tracker.py.html

All instructions provided in the file

Based on the paper: "Accurate Scale Estimation for Robust Visual Tracking"

http://www.bmva.org/bmvc/2014/files/paper038.pdf
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Multi-object tracking

Detect and track all objects in a scene

(Again) Given a video, find out which parts of the image depict the same object in 

different frames

Detectors are often used as starting points -> Tracking by detection

Creating tracklets

Assigning ID to the objects
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The importance of tracking

Pointing the objects when detection fails

- occlusions

- variations in viewpoint, pose, blur and illumination between frames of a 

sequence

- background clutter

Reasoning about the dynamic world, 

e.g. trajectory prediction
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What tracking is about

Similarity measurement

Correlation

Correspondence

Matching/retrieval

Data association
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What tracking is about

Learning to model the target:

- appearance - how the target looks like

* single-object tracking

* re-identification

- motion - predicting where the target goes

* trajectory prediction
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Challenges

Multiple object of the same type

Heavy occlusions

Often very similar appearance

Emerging issues

- identity switches,

- short tracklets,

- targets leaving the scene (and then coming back)
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MOT Challenge - MOT15

https://motchallenge.net/

Multi-object tracking challenge
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MOT Challenge - MOT17

https://motchallenge.net/

Multi-object tracking challenge
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MOT Challenge - MOT20

https://motchallenge.net/

Multi-object tracking challenge
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Online tracking and offline tracking

Online tracking: processing frames as they become available

- real-time application, e.g. autonomous driving, AR/VR

- prone to drifting - hard to recover from errors or occlusions

Offline tracking: processing a batch of frames

- good to recover from (short) occlusions

- non suitable for real-time applications

- yet suitable for video analysis, automatic labeling, video editing
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Paradigm: Tracking by detection

Detection - detector is run on each frame to obtain a set of proposed locations

Data association - connecting the detections in the temporal domain to create 

trajectories
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A simple online tracker

Track initialization, e.g. using a detector

Prediction of the next position - motion model

Matching predictions with detections - appearance model
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A simple online tracker

Prediction of the next position - motion model

- Kalman filter

- Recurrent architectures

- simple constant velocity model
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Bipartite matching

Define distance between boxes, e.g. 

IoU, pixel distance, reID

Solve the unique matching, e.g. 

with the Hungarian algorithm

Solutions are the unique assignments 

that minimize the total cost
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The role of learning

Track initialization, e.g. using a detector

- Deep learning based detectors

Prediction of the next position - motion model

- Adding temporal complexity

Matching predictions with detections

- adding feature complexity

- improving appearance models - re-identification

Adding computational complexity 18



Tracking by detection - DeepSORT

"Simple Online and Realtime Tracking with a Deep Association Metric"

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1703.07402.pdf
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Tracking by detection - ByteTrack

"ByteTrack: Multi-Object Tracking by Associating 

Every Detection Box"

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2110.06864.pdf
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Tracking by detection concluded

Leverages well the advances in object detection

It can be used online (Hungarian) + by batches (adding computational complexity)
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Paradigm: Joint detection and tracking

Joint detection and association embedding (JDE) - anchor based

"Towards Real-Time Multi-Object Tracking" 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1909.12605.pdf
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Joint detection and association embedding (JDE) - anchor based

Association via embedding distance

Near-real time (shared backbone)

Jointly training for detection and tracking, but tasks still separated in different 

heads
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Anchor-free JDE - FairMOT

"FairMOT: On the Fairness of Detection and Re-Identification in Multiple Object 

Tracking", https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.01888.pdf
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Anchor-free JDE - FairMOT
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Detection with transformers - DETR

"End-to-End Object Detection with Transformers"

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.12872.pdf
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Tracking with transformers - TrackFormer

"TrackFormer: Multi-Object Tracking with Transformers"

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2101.02702.pdf
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Tracking with transformers - TrackFormer

Nice solution naturally merging detection and data association

Generally very good performance

Yet difficult to train, a lot of data required (MOT datasets are not sufficient)
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Current trends

https://paperswithcode.com/sota/multi-object-tracking-on-mot17

https://paperswithcode.com/sota/multi-object-tracking-on-mot20-1

Let us see what are the approaches currently leading on the known benchmarks…
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Thus Tracking by detection!

Very good detections needed

Bipartite matching:

- define distance between boxes, e.g. IoU, pixel distance, reID -> good features 

extracted and distances defined

- solve the unique matching, e.g. with the Hungarian algorithm -> cannot change 

much here...
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Exemplary approach with state-of-the-art results

"Hard to Track Objects with Irregular Motions and Similar Appearances? Make It 

Easier by Buffering the Matching Space"

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.14317.pdf
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"Hard to Track Objects with Irregular Motions and Similar 

Appearances? Make It Easier by Buffering the Matching 

Space"
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Thus current trends: 

Tracking by detection, with simple yet powerful ideas and improvements
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Questions and answers


